Tsunami Aid Benefit
@ Traditions Cafe

Wednesday, January 12th  6:30 to 10 PM

Traditions will match funds by doubling the first $1000 raised

Neighboring businesses Mystical Dream & El Guanaco are making contributions to this day’s effort as well.

All musicians have donated their services
The music lineup is...........
6:30 - Stephanie Donchey - sitar
   John Abrahams - tabla
   Celia Shantal - flute
7:00 - Part of Fortune - Folk
7:30 - Robert Jorgensen - Classical piano
8:00 - Barbara Collins & friends - Fiddle
8:30 - Ocho Pies - Latin & Cuban
9:00 - Citizens Band - Political Folk
9:30 - the Burren Boys - Irish

You can choose to donate to Doctors without Borders
Oxfam International
UNICEF

Information will be provided as to what each organization is doing in meeting the needs of the people suffering from the tsunami

Traditions Cafe & World Folk Art, 300 5th Ave. SW, Olympia
360 705-2819
www.traditionsfairtrade.com